




Abstract
The ancient Hungarian Horse used to live in the historical territory of Hungary. However, it changed to several newer 
horse breeds as a consequence of upgrading over the course of centuries. The ancient Hungarian Horse is now extinct.
In Transylvania, the improvement of the local population with Spanish and Arabian horses started in the 16 th century. 
The result was the Transylvanian Horse, a new fair saddle horse breed with great resemblance to the Lipizzan at the 
beginning of the 19th century.
In Székely Land, a remote mountainous region with elements of economic autonomy, the initial native breed kept its 
original characteristics, for official efforts barely reached this region for a long time. Thus, the Székely Horse remained 
(mostly in the counties Csík, Udvarhely and Háromszék) an undemanding smaller sized (height at withers typically under 
147 cm) sure-footed packhorse with resistant hooves throughout the 19th and first part of the 20th century. It had a 
relatively small and dry head with larger eyes, longer trunk of the body with slightly overgrown rump. The Székely 
Horse had a correct posture, relatively short limbs, broader chest and distance between the hips. This breed was 
traditionally used in harness as well as under saddle. It was trotting and galloping well with a highly set head and high 
foreleg action. Béla Hankó in 1943 left us a professional description with measurements and photo documentation of the 
even then rapidly shrinking population of Székely Horses. However, decrease in the population size that started in the 
beginning of the 20th Century escalated after World War II, and the Székely Horse also transformed because official 
efforts continued to meliorate it with larger bodied horses. The most commonly used breeds for crossbreeding were the 
following: Lipizzan, Gidran, Small Nonius, Arabian, English Thoroughbred and Semigreu Romanesca. Relatives of 
Székely Horse were the Békás Horse and the Hucul Horse; the latter one saved from extinction thanks to a transboundary 
preservation programme. (Distinction between the Székely Horse and the Békás Horse has not been very clear and 
remains controversial.)
The Székely Horse was an identified breed with numbering and stud booking in the middle of the 20th century; but ceased 
to exist soon after World War II as an independent breed – studbooks were lost and the population was no longer 
identified. In recent years, new initiatives have begun to rescue the Székely Horse. Trips were organised to the few 
Transylvanian counties to document remaining horses with satisfactory appearance, and to collect information about their 
descent, start photo documentation, as well as to ascertain major body measurements. The registered Székely Horse could 
again be established by selecting the traditional type defined by desired characteristics and by careful mating strategies. 
Modern utilization of this small horse breed should be promoted and includes equestrian tourism, children’s riding and 
horseback archery besides classical work in forestry or in harness.
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